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Abstract This study provides new scenarios for storm time traveling ionospheric disturbance
excitation and subsequent propagation at subauroral and polar latitudes. We used ground-based total
electron content observations from Global Navigation Satellite System receivers combined with wide field,
subauroral ionospheric plasma parameters measured with the Millstone Hill Incoherent Scatter Radar
during strong September 2017 geospace storms. Observations provide the first evidence of significant
influences on traveling ionospheric disturbance (TID) propagation and excitation caused by the presence
of large subauroral polarization stream flow channels. Simultaneous large- and medium-scale TIDs
evolved during the event in a broad subauroral and midlatitude area near dusk. Similar concurrent TIDs
occurred near dawn sectors as well during a period of sustained southward Bz. Medium-scale TIDs at
subauroral and midlatitudes had wave fronts aligned northwest-southeast near dusk, and
northeast-southwest near dawn. These wave fronts were highly correlated with the direction of storm time
large zonal plasma drift enhancements at these latitudes. At high latitudes, unexpected, predominant, and
persistent storm time TIDs were identified with 2000+ km zonal wave fronts and 15% total electron
content perturbation amplitudes, moving in transpolar propagation pathways from the dayside into the
nightside. This propagation direction in the polar region was opposite to the normal assumption that TIDs
originated in the nightside auroral region. Results suggest that significant dayside sources, such as cusp
regions, can be efficient in generating transpolar TIDs during geospace storm intervals.
Plain Language Summary This paper reports several new findings on the traveling
ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) excited during geospace storms in 7–8 September 2017. Storm time TIDs
provide pathway for momentum and energy dispersion from the solar wind-magnetosphere system to
various components of the global ionosphere and thermosphere. Storm time large-scale TIDs (LSTIDs)
have been identified by many studies as being initiated generally in the auroral zone where significant
heating is injected, with subsequent propagation away from the source: equatorward into lower latitudes
and poleward into high latitudes. Our study indicates that, during equatorward propagation, LSTIDs can
encounter strong dynamic forcing at subauroral latitudes in the zonal direction. This westward velocity
forcing is provided by a SAPS (subauroral polarization stream) channel and furthermore appears to be
associated with the developing of medium-scale TIDs (MSTIDs). Thus, this paper provides the first causal
link between these TIDs and SAPS flow channels. Concurrent LSTIDs and MSTIDs existed during the
September storm in not only near dusk but also dawn sectors. In the polar cap region, conventionally
anticipated poleward propagation away from the auroral zone was unexpectedly weak. In contrast, an
opposite sense of transpolar propagation from the dayside into the nightside (i.e., equatorward at night
and poleward during the day) was observed and furthermore was persistent and large in amplitude. This
unexpected propagation may imply an efficient additional storm time source region of TID excitation
at high latitudes on the dayside, for example, near the cusp. This study demonstrates that modern TID
studies have continued potential for fresh insights into magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere
coupling processes.
1. Introduction
Traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) are a ubiquitous and permanent feature of upper atmospheric
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thermosphere weather. Ionospheric-thermosphere (I/T) coupling forms the key generative process of TIDs.
This coupling spans the excitation processes of atmospheric waves (e.g., acoustic gravity waves, AGWs),
ionospheric instabilities (e.g., the Perkins instability, PI), the ionospheric manifestation of traveling atmo-
spheric disturbances (TADs) or/and AGWs, and ionospheric feedback pathways to propagating neutral
waves (e.g., through damping).
Classifying TIDs into different categories is important, since different scale sizes of TIDs imply the possibility
of different excitation mechanisms and propagation properties. Large-scale TIDs (LSTIDs) have a typical
horizontal velocity of 400–1,000 m/s, a 30- to 180-min period, and a horizontal wavelength of ≥1,000 km.
Medium-scale TIDs (MSTIDs) form another disturbance wave class that are excited through quite many
processes including the high-latitude disturbances. They have a typical horizontal velocity of 250–1,000
m/s, a 15- to 60-min period, a horizontal wavelength of several hundred kilometers. These features have
been reviewed by several authors including Francis (1975), Hunsucker (1982), Yeh and Liu (1974), and
Hocke and Schlegel (1996). Geospace disturbances encompass magnetic storms and substorms and other
magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling phenomena, and these forcing events are well known as a primary
excitation source of many LSTID/TAD/AGWs, due to such mechanisms as enhancements in Joule heating
and particle heating driven by solar wind and magnetospheric energy, momentum, and material injection.
It is very evident that storm time energy and momentum deposition at high latitudes can be transported
by TIDs into higher altitudes and lower latitudes (Richmond, 1978; Yeh & Liu, 1974), subsequently driving
significant regional or even global variations in the ionosphere and thermosphere system (Lu et al., 2015).
Many prior theoretical investigations have explored the AGW/TID excitation and propagation in the
thermosphere and ionosphere (Lu et al., 2015; Richmond, 1978; Vadas & Nicolls, 2012). In particu-
lar, the propagation of internal AGWs is based on those well-defined dispersion and polarization rela-
tions (e.g., Hines, 1960), which describe how the atmospheric background parameters (neutral den-
sity, temperature and winds, and including their height gradients) determine the wave characteristics.
Thus, the gravity wave (GW) oscillation frequency is always lower than the buoyancy Brunt-Väisälä
frequency, which is dependent on the speed of sound; the neutral particle trajectory is always paral-
lel to the phase line of the wave, and the phase line must tilt toward the propagating direction. Most
of these wave characteristics are derived under the assumption that the ionosphere is merely respond-
ing to the propagation of those neutral waves and is set into motion, and accordingly, the waves are
damped (e.g., Liu & Yeh, 1969). During geospace storms, however, strong ion-neutral coupling is known
to significantly impact the neutral density, temperature, and winds in many ways, and the atmospheric
medium is subject to dynamical changes on a global scale. When atmospheric waves propagate into
regions such as subauroral latitudes where dramatic ionospheric electrodynamical processes take place
with apparent thermospheric consequences, the changing and inhomogeneous atmospheric conditions
and regional heating can modify these waves. In this work, we use Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) based total electron content (TEC) observations during the 7–8 September 2017 geospace storms
to demonstrate some of these TID complexities, including a few unusual features that have not been
reported previously.
In general, TID observations show important dynamic features that challenge understanding of their source
and propagation, including multiple frequencies with varying spatial and temporal scale sizes, and trains
of waves rather than a single impulse or few impulses. Furthermore, most prior storm time TID studies
have focused on LSTIDs (see; Borries et al., 2009; Ding et al., 2007; Jonah et al., 2018; Zakharenkova et al.,
2016), whereas the present work emphasizes TIDs with smaller periodicities primarily ≤30 min. They have
shorter periods than typical LSTIDs with spatial scales varying from a few hundred kilometers up to at least
4,000 km.
The existence of this type of short period and large spatial scale TIDs has been previously reported pre-
dominately in the continental United States (CONUS), which has a densely distributed GNSS ground-based
observational network. Tsugawa et al. (2007) reported MSTIDs for both nighttime conditions with 200–500
km wavelengths and wave front extent of 2,000 km, and for daytime conditions with 300–1,000 km wave-
lengths. All these TIDs appeared to be associated with geomagnetic disturbances. Lyons et al. (2019) studied
various auroral-related nighttime TIDs derived using a 30-min sliding window detrending method, which
by necessity emphasized oscillations at ≤30-min periods. The study also found ionospheric structures with
>1,000 km large wave fronts and >500 km horizontal wavelengths. The present study uses data from both
CONUS and Europe to place these class of TIDs into an even larger context. In the description that follows,
we use LSSTID to represent these very large spatial scale TIDs whose periodicity is relatively short (≤30 min).
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High-latitude magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling and heating processes are known to excite not only
LSTIDs but also MSTIDs. Supersonic moving auroral electrojet arcs, for example, can excite MSTIDs
(Hunsucker, 1982). These high-latitude MSTIDs are different in excitation mechanisms from typical night-
time MSTIDs often observed at middle and low latitudes under nonstorm conditions (Frissell et al., 2014;
Kotake et al., 2007; Oinats et al., 2016; Shiokawa et al., 2003). In addition to AGWs, some nonstorm MSTIDs
propagate southwestward, with excitation explained through invocation of the PI (Fukao et al., 1991; Otsuka
et al., 2004; Perkins, 1973; Saito et al., 2001). While the extensively studied LSTIDs are easily observed
due to their large spatial scales and large fluctuation amplitudes, MSTIDs associated with geospace storm
and substorm activities are typically a regional phenomenon with limited spatial scales and small fluctua-
tion amplitudes and are poorly known with few observations. In this study, we report subauroral MSTIDs
that occurred concurrently with LSTIDs and were furthermore correlated to dynamic features specific to
subauroral storm time response, and in particular to the existence of a fast zonal flow channel known as
the subauroral polarization stream (SAPS; Foster & Burke, 2002). To our knowledge, this LSTID + MSTID
phenomenology and causal relation to the presence of SAPS is new and has not been reported before.
Our study also addresses a less explored research area involving TID propagation in the polar region. It
is generally thought that auroral generated AGWs/TIDs propagate away from the disturbance source lati-
tudes, moving equatorward into lower latitudes and poleward into higher latitudes. In the polar region, there
have indeed been reports of trans–polar cap propagation of TIDs/AGWs from the nightside into the dayside
(Balthazor & Moffett, 1999; Cai et al., 2011; Fedorenko et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 1995). In this study, how-
ever, we demonstrate an event characterized by predominant trans-polar propagation from the dayside into
the nightside, opposite to the expected propagation direction for a disturbance source located in the nightside
aurora. These new findings raise important questions regarding storm time TID/AGW source and excitation
processes at high latitudes. Our results emphasize a community need in TID propagation studies to clarify
and quantify the potential conditioning influence of, and interplay with, background antisunward plasma
convection conditions across the polar cap.
2. Solar Geophysical Conditions and Observational Data
Strong geospace disturbances occurred following the arrival of a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) and a sub-
sequent high speed stream during 7–8 September 2017. A clear interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) Bz
southward turning occurred at ∼21 UT on 7 September and reached a minimum of −22 nT near 00 UT on 8
September, when the solar wind speed suddenly elevated. A second significant Bz southward turning took
place at ∼12 UT on 8 September 2017. This later event was associated with a substorm onset during which
the AE index reached >2,500 nT. By was modestly negative at 02–03 and 09–11 UT on 8 September. See
Figure 1 for variations of solar geophysical parameters including Bz, By, solar wind speed, AE index, Dst
index, and Kp index. This time period saw also several solar flares including a X1.3 event peaking at ∼14:36
UT on 7 September along with other M-class events. The X9.3 flare on 6 September was previously found
to be associated with postflare TIDs near the solar terminator (Zhang et al., 2019). Results of that study also
indicated the X9.3 and X1.3 flare events were associated with synchronized ionospheric oscillations over
the entire CONUS. Super large structures of plasma density depletion were also identified over Asia and
America sectors during two periods of southward Bz (Aa et al., 2018a, 2018b).
This TID study utilizes GNSS TEC observational data generated at MIT Haystack Observatory (Rideout &
Coster, 2006; Vierinen et al., 2016) and archived in the Madrigal database (http://www.openmadrigal.org).
TID analysis is based on differential TEC processing as described in Coster et al. (2017) and Zhang et al.
(2019, 2017) along with extensive discussion regarding the detrending method and the use of different sliding
window lengths. Here we provide a short summary.
Differential TEC are determined based on original data from individual pairs consisting of a GNSS receiver
channel and a GNSS satellite. These original data have a nominal 15-s resolution with linear interpolation
or resampling applied to intervals where original data was not uniformly available. A 30◦ cutoff elevation
for ground-satellite raypaths is used to eliminate data close to the horizon. Calculation of background TEC
variation, forming the basis of detrending operations, was obtained using a low-pass Savitzky-Golay filter
(Savitzky & Golay, 1964). The algorithm used a convolution process with least squares fitting of successive
subsets of windows of a given length (e.g., 30 or 60 min). Fitting used time-adjacent TEC data points from the
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Figure 1. Solar wind and magnetic activity indices during the period of 7–9 September 2017, including interplanetary
magnetic field Bz and Bx, solar wind speed, AE index, Dst index, and Ap index.
same GNSS satellite-receiver pair combined with a linear basis function set. Detrended data were analyzed
only for time ranges free of “edge effects;” that is, data were included between t1 + w∕2 and t2 − w∕2 where
t1 and t2 are the start and end times of the data segment for a given pair of satellite and receiver, and w is the
length of the sliding window in time. Small data portions affected by detrending assumptions at the edges
of the data were discarded.
To maintain an effective focus on waves with periods ≤30 min relevant to both LSTIDs and MSTIDs, a
30-min sliding window was used in this study. Therefore, background TEC trend results contained perturba-
tion periods longer than 30 min, and after detrending, residual perturbations in differential TEC contained
periods shorter than 30-min, and also reduced amplitudes for longer (>30 min) periods. Effectively, the use
of a 30-min sliding window method formed a targeted bandpass filter for the class of TID waves to be inves-
tigated. We note that such a filter is appropriate primarily for enhanced observations of MSTIDs, whereas
by contrast the LSTID results from differential TEC should be fundamentally similar to those derived from
using a longer (e.g., 60-min) sliding window method.
This study also utilizes zonal ion drift data in the F region as derived from incoherent scatter radar (ISR)
observations at Millstone Hill (42.6◦N, 288.5◦E). In order to measure the zonal ion drift, the radar made
line-of-sight measurements (S1 and S2) with −40.5◦ and −12.0◦ azimuth in the magnetic meridian, all at
45◦ elevation. Therefore, assuming the directional cosine for the magnetic southward direction does not
change significantly between the two azimuth directions, the westward ion velocity VperW = (S1−S2)/cosY1,
where cosY1 = −0.32 (for ∼300 km) is the directional cosine for the magnetic eastward direction at −40.5◦
azimuth. The mean line-of-sight measurement errors for these azimuth directions at 45◦ elevation were on
the order of 30 m/s in the F region; assuming rough quadrature, the derived VperW therefore would have a
measurement error of ∼50 m/s.
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Figure 2. An overview of TID equatorward propagation during the 3-day time period 7–9 September 2017 in the
European sector (15–25◦E; top) and the American sector (−95–085◦E; middle), and their correlation to the AE index
(bottom). Solar flare timing is also marked for M7.3, X1.3 M8.1, and M3.7 events visible in these longitudes during the
period. The sunrise and sunset terminators are also marked as black and blue vertical lines, respectively.
3. Results and Discussions
With the arrival of the interplanetary disturbances at Earth, IMF Bz turned southward around 2100 UT on 7
September, which immediately produced AE enhancements and launched a variety of TIDs at high latitude,
which propagated into lower latitudes. In this section, we discuss TID occurrence timing, spatial pattern of
the wave fronts, and propagation characteristics.
3.1. TID Occurrence Timing
After storm onset, TIDs first occurred in less than 1 hr after Bz southward turning at high latitudes and
appeared almost simultaneously over CONUS and European sectors. Both sectors were primarily at night. A
set of strong and organized TIDs subsequently propagated equatorward. As shown in Figure 2, these strong
TIDs remained active for a total of ∼6+ hr, when AE was above 1,000 nT after ∼22 UT on 7 September. A
second set of major disturbances were launched concurrently with a sharp increase of AE between 12 and
13:00 UT on 8 September. The second class of TIDs occurred by contrast within at dayside sectors, with an
intensity level nearly equal to the earlier nighttime sector TIDs but with a longer survival time >6 hr in
European sector as compared to CONUS. During the same three day period between 7 and 9 September, the
four brightest solar flare (M7.3, X1.3, M8.1, and M3.7 classes) occurred when the planet was rotated such
that flare impact was visible to the entire sunlit ionosphere over the European and CONUS sectors. This
solar disturbance input generated TEC enhancements readily detected with this very sensitive differential
TEC technique, and furthermore, the enhancements have features allowing them to be easily distinguished
from those propagating TIDs.
3.2. TID Spatial Patterns
We now examine the observed storm time TID spatial patterns, which yield clues about likely TID source
locations. Figure 3 present four TID examples with a global view, focusing mostly in the northern hemi-
sphere and corresponding to different IMF/AE index conditions. As the CME arrived after ∼21:00 UT,
well-organized large-scale wave fronts occurred initially at ∼23:00 UT, aligned along approximately zonal
circles of constant apex latitude. Subsequently at ∼23:00 UT, more complex TID patterns became very evi-
dent. Figure 3a shows concurrent MSTIDs and large spatial scale TIDs (LSSTIDs) (Type I) beginning at 23:10
UT when the CONUS was in afternoon and dusk sectors. The small wave fronts were aligned in the NW-SE
direction and remained propagating westward, rotated, and evolved in amplitude for the next hour or so.
(Further discussions about these concurrent TIDs will be given in the next section.)
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Figure 3. Characteristic pattern types of TID spatial structures observed during 7–8 September 2017 storms. Type I
near dusk shown in (a), and Type II near dawn shown in (b), are concurrent large and medium-scale TIDs, where
medium-scale TIDs in Type I are aligned NW-SE and in Type II NE-SW. Type III shown in (c) appeared as super large
scale TID wave fronts across continents. Type IV shown in (d) constituted regional TIDs. White thin lines mark the
iso-apex latitude at a 10◦ interval.
Figure 3b shows a second type of wave front (Type II) occurring at 13:14 UT and represent concurrent
MSTIDs and LSSTIDs at 13:14 UT when the CONUS was in the dawn and morning sector. As discussed in
the next section, a strong eastward propagation of TIDs, opposite to the first type just described, occurred
during this time period as secondary MSTID wave fronts emerged. These latter MSTID fronts, however, were
aligned in the NE-SW direction and were located at middle to subauroral latitudes, lagging behind the main
LSSTID fronts at midlatitudes. These concurrent TIDs are distinct from the first type of concurrent TIDs
mentioned earlier, in which secondary MSTID fronts, accompanied by westward propagation and rotation
of TIDs, were ahead of the main LSSTID wave fronts.
A third type of TID wave fronts (Type III) occurred at 03:47 UT, with very large zonal scales (Figure 3c)
spanning at least 50◦ in longitude at ∼55◦N apex latitude, or ∼4,000 km, from the U.S. West Coast to the
East Coast. Simultaneous wave fronts were also observed at this time in Alaska (afternoon sector), and in
Europe (dawn and morning sectors). Multiple wave fronts organized in the zonal direction were also seen
at Europe, CONUS, and Alaska sectors.
Finally, a fourth type of wave fronts (Type IV) appears to be regional specific structures although all driven
by enhanced magnetic disturbances (Figure 3d). These multiple fronts occur simultaneously in both Europe
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Figure 4. A sequence of TID maps between 2300 and 2330 UT on 7 September demonstrates dynamic evolution of
concurrent large- and medium-scale TIDs near the dusk sector as a bright SAPS feature occurred. White thin lines
mark the iso-apex latitude at a 10◦ interval. The double black circles mark the 45–50◦N latitude range which is the
cross section used for the keogram in Figure 5.
and CONUS sectors but they are regional ring-shaped waves suggesting localized excitation sources. For
example, the CONUS disturbance source appears at high latitudes near the dawn sector while the European
disturbance source appears at high latitudes but near the dusk sector.
3.3. Concurrent MSTIDs and LSSTIDs
In the following discussion, we focus on the unusual storm time appearance of concurrent MSTIDs and
LSSTIDs near subauroral latitudes and explore their correlation with subauroral dynamics.
After creation, LSSTIDs propagated away from their high-latitude source into subauroral latitudes
(Figure 2). In these regions, a westward propagation component became increasingly evident and strong
(Section 3.2), and eventually one of the large wave fronts appeared breaking and a new secondary smaller
wave fronts at midlatitudes emerged. An animated movie as a supplement to this paper demonstrates the
development of various wave activities at 1 min cadence between 22 and 01 UT during 7–8 September.
Figure 4 shows these quickly evolving processes at a 20-min cadence. Details of the midlatitude westward
wave propagation component are contained in the keogram for 45–50◦N; see Figure 5a. Once onset of TIDs
at these latitudes occurred at ∼21:00 UT, they propagated westward approximately along the sunset ter-
minator (dashed line) at a zonal phase speed of ∼320 m/s (arrow marked as (2)). However, the westward
component of propagation increased immediately to ∼720 m/s (arrows marked as (3)).
At ∼23:00 UT during American sector intensification of westward TID amplitudes, a simultaneous TID
wave front in the zonal direction was launched in Europe (0–50◦E) with very significant amplitude (the left
most double-headed arrow marked as (1) in Figure 5). Subsequent arrivals of similar wave fronts (aligned
in the zonal direction) in Europe were clearly observed at ∼45- and ∼60-min delays (the two right-side
double-headed arrows marked as (1) in the figure). Eastward propagation occurred later postmidnight. By
contrast, the European sector (0–50◦E), at lower magnetic latitudes than the American sector (−130◦E to
−50◦E), had wave activity characterized more properly as midlatitude midnight structures (marked as (1)).
The enhanced westward wave propagation in the American sector, and simultaneous zonal wave fronts
in Europe, occurred when huge zonal ion drifts were observed. Millstone Hill ISR observations captured
these zonal ion velocities, and Figure 5b indicates peak zonal ion drifts in the F region for 2.0 km/s. These
magnetic latitude aligned velocities, with latitudinal width of a few degrees, formed a clear signature of a
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strong SAPS (Foster & Burke, 2002). A secondary westward drift subse-
quently moved into the radar's field of view slightly after 00 UT on 8
September. A large storm enhanced density (SED) plume (Foster et al.,
2002) was also observed during this time frame but emerged prior to the
SAPS launch at Millstone Hill latitudes, with SED plume and Tongue
of Ionization (TOI) structures persisting for a few hours (Figure 6). TOI
shown in the figure was observed off the magnetic pole, more close to
the dusk cell when the IMF By became negative. A strong upward ion
drift (up to 100 m/s at 450 km and larger at higher altitudes, figure
not shown) was also observed at 23:18 UT, likely caused by penetrat-
ing electric fields as IMF Bz became strongly southward. These results
suggest that SAPS-related strong westward ion drift might have induced
the enhancement of LSSTID westward propagation components and may
have even excited MSTIDs. It is important to note that while the westward
SAPS was ∼2,000‘m/s, the associated TIDs under discussion had a zonal
(westward) speed of less than half of that, within the typical LSTID range.
Figure 5. Zonal propagation of TIDs at 45–50◦N latitudes near the dusk
sector from GNSS TEC observations (a) and the associated F region
westward ion velocity measured by Millstone Hill ISR during 20–06 UT on
7–8 September 2017 (b). Double-headed arrows (1) represent TID zonal
wave-fronts in the European sector; Arrow (2) identifies TIDs propagating
westward along the terminator direction at 320-m/s phase speed; Arrows
(3) identify westward TIDs with enhanced propagation speed at 720 m/s
following the launch of strong zonal ion drifts (including SAPS).
The presence of SAPS channels during the September event provided sev-
eral potential impacts relevant to TID dynamics. Studies have found that
SAPS can directly accelerate the background zonal wind via strong ion
drag (e.g., Ferdousi et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015)
and can indirectly change the meridional wind through the Coriolis force
(Zhang et al., 2015). SAPS can cause strong frictional heating (e.g., Zhang
et al., 2017) to both neutrals and ions and therefore can change the neu-
tral density and composition in nearby regions (Guo et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2012). Neutral atmospheric changes in these various parameters
will alter the AGW propagation conditions, thus modifying GWs and LSSTIDs as they propagate through
subauroral latitudes. Additionally, the appearance of SED plumes with highly elevated plasma density near
the SAPS region can provide extra damping to the passing AGWs/LSSTIDs. Furthermore, these plumes are
spatially inhomogeneous structures (see Figure 6) with changing alignment during the course of their con-
vection and evolution, leading to different damping forces on different segments of the same wave front.
Finally, it might be also possible that SAPS flows initiated new AGWs and TIDs with a westward propaga-
tion component. Simulations by Guo et al. (2018) have suggested that SAPS related thermospheric heating
can possibly induce regional thermospheric and ionospheric disturbances taking the form of TIDs/AGWs
as anticipated in Zhang et al. (2017).
Figure 6. TEC structures at subauroral latitudes with SED plume (a) and high latitude with TOI (b) during the time
period of strong dynamics at subauroral latitudes between 22:30 UT on 7 September and 00:08 UT on 8 September.
White circles are apex latitudes between 40◦ and 90◦ at 10◦ interval.
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Several possibilities exist for MSTID generation during this event. The PI (Fukao et al., 1991; Makela &
Otsuka, 2011; Perkins, 1973; Saito et al., 2001) is well known as a potential modulating process for multiple
aspects of midlatitude dynamics during both quiet and disturbed conditions. This raises the interesting pos-
sibility that PI associated physics might provide a means for storm time excitation of MSTIDs, in a similar
fashion as observed at midlatitudes during nighttime conditions. In fact, the MSTID wave fronts reported
here are aligned in the northwest to southeast (NW-SE) direction, characteristic of the preferred Perkins
direction and similar to typical nighttime MSTIDs at midlatitudes. Thus, upward ion drift can be produced
by the polarization electric field, established when the Pedersen current flows across the MSTID wave front
in NW-SE and can support sustained PI growth rates. For these reasons, one possible suggested scenario
for the conditions studied here might involve a LSSTID wave front passage through subauroral latitudes,
encountering the SAPS flow channel with strong westward ion drifts. They modified the TAD (AGW) associ-
ated with the LSSTID due to changing thermospheric winds (Ferdousi et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2015), composition and temperature conditions (Guo et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012) as a result of SAPS
induced ion-neutral coupling. These changes, in particular, in neutral temperature and winds could be alti-
tude dependent and highly regional to the SAPS channel and would affect the AGW wave propagation mode.
Eventually, they would drive the TAD (AGW)/LSSTID wave fronts to rotate westward. This NW-SE bend
of electron density homogeneity would then allow the development of a polarization electric field with an
eastward component due to the Pedersen current driven by the poleward SAPS electric field, thus providing
growth for the PI and MSTID generation. A large simultaneous penetrating electric field producing a strong
vertical ion drift may also contribute to the instability growth. This is because the maximum PI growth rate
is inversely proportional to the ion-neutral collision frequency and the scale height (Perkins, 1973). As the
penetrating or polarization electric field moves plasma upward to higher altitudes, the ion-neutral collision
frequency reduces dramatically due to its exponential function dependence on height. Another alternative
MSTID excitation process could come from local ion and neutral heating, as mentioned earlier, due to the
presence of a strong SAPS electric field (Guo et al., 2018). Further investigation, especially simulation work,
is needed to provide detailed physical insights and quantitative estimations of competing processes involved
in order to establish the most likely physical process link between SAPS and MSTIDs.
Regarding westward motion of disturbances, westward propagation and the increase of zonal propagation
velocity occurred not just at subauroral latitudes but also at lower latitudes (at least to 25◦N, figure not
shown) in the American sector. This suggests also that penetration/expansion of magnetospheric (iono-
spheric high latitude) convection near dusk with strong westward components may have developed around
00UT on 8 September and may responsible for the enhanced TID westward propagation.
A different MSTID eastward propagation scenario near the morning sector is possible and appears to be cor-
related with the eastward return flow of the plasma convection, in sharp contrast with the earlier MSTID
scenario characterized by westward propagation near dusk during the presence of SAPS. Specifically, signif-
icant TID zonal propagation was observed in the dawn sector during 12:00–15:00 UT when the IMF Bz was
persistently southward; see Figure 7. TIDs can be easily identified during this time with a 800 m/s eastward
phase speed, and corresponding zonal ion drifts measured by the Millstone Hill ISR were eastward, up to
600 m/s. This appears to be part of the morning eastward convection cell which is typically within auroral
latitudes, but this cell was likely expanded to Millstone Hill latitudes for this case. The MSTIDs shown in
Figure 3c for 13:14 UT occurred during this time frame. Similar MSTID examples are also given in Figures 8a
and 8c for 12:38 and 13:22 UT, respectively. These MSTIDs propagated in the same direction as expanded
eastward convection at comparable velocities, with wave fronts primarily in the NE-SW direction but rotated
into the zonal direction. Thus, we suggest that eastward convection is likely playing a role in the MSTID
structuring.
Shiokawa et al. (2012) previously reported a nighttime MSTID event at the high-latitude location of Tromsø,
Norway (magnetic latitude: 67.1◦N). The study found that MSTIDs propagated eastward and began oscillat-
ing at the time of auroral brightening. They suggested that MSTIDs, initially created along with AGWs, were
left as fossil plasma structures that evolved under the influences of auroral convection electric fields. Our
MSTID observations show similar influences of the convection electric field; however, in the study presented
here, the initial excitation of MSTIDs was presumably associated with conventional auroral heating. The
instability mechanism mentioned earlier near the dusk sector provides another potential candidate for wave
excitation. Nishi et al. (2018) and Shiokawa et al. (2014) reported finger-like auroral brightness structures at
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Figure 7. Zonal propagation of TIDs at 45–50◦N latitudes near the dawn sector from GNSS TEC observations (a) and
associated F region westward ion velocity measured by Millstone Hill ISR during 10–18 UT on 8 September 2017. The
eastward propagation of TIDs occurred at 800 m/s, larger than the eastward ion drift measured by the Millstone
Hill ISR.
postmidnight sectors near the equatorial boundary of an auroral arc. These brightness structures were orga-
nized latitudinally with horizontal-scale sizes ranging from 15–100 km, moved eastward with slow speeds
of 150–400 m/s, and were considered as auroral fragmentation into patches. Multiple electron density struc-
tures, shown as differential TEC fluctuations in Figures 8a and 8c, seem qualitatively different from those
auroral patches, as TEC structures were clearly eastward aligned with definite spatial periodicity and sub-
stantially faster motion. The corresponding TEC maps (b) and (d) showed no clear sign of auroral induced
TEC enhancements.
TEC (absolute value) enhancements that were elongated northeastward toward higher latitudes and the
noon sector as shown in Figure 8c were similar to nominal SED plume structures, which extended toward
high latitudes and the noon sector with a base near the dusk, excepting a base near the morning sector.
In this case, the eastward convection may have convected the morning sector plasma sunward into higher
latitudes and noon sectors.
3.4. Global Propagation
Discussions so far have focused primarily on midauroral and subauroral latitude TIDs as an important part
of the global TID picture. Figure 9 further shows a picture of meridional propagating TIDs at CONUS longi-
tudes ∼ −70◦E (bottom portion) and European longitudes ∼15◦E (upper portion). These longitude sectors
have a 6-hr offset (see the vertical dashed line for approximate day-night terminators), with magnetic lati-
tudes having a more than 10◦ offset. In the keogram of Figure 9, the arrows trace observed phase propagation
directions of TIDs, and the slope of the arrows represents the TID propagation speed.
In the ∼ −70◦E CONUS sector, we found that nighttime equatorward TIDs, associated with high-latitude
heating following the CME arrival and Bz southward turning around∼21:00 UT, were evident and well orga-
nized in both hemispheres as shown by Arrows (1) and (2). These TIDs penetrated deep into the equatorial
region. TID amplitudes in the Northern Hemisphere remained larger, although throughout the night, the
Southern Hemispheric TIDs remained active (e.g., Arrow (3)).
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Figure 8. Concurrent MSTIDs and LSSTIDs near the dawn sector at 12:38 UT (a) and 13:22 UT (c) as well as their
corresponding TEC at 12:38 UT (b) and at 13:22 UT (d) on 8 September.
Figure 9 also indicates that the TID activity became stronger with the second Bz southward turning at 12:00
UT on 8 September. The ∼ −70◦E CONUS sector was on the dayside at the time. Strong equatorward propa-
gating TIDs occurred for both hemispheres starting from ∼13:00 UT (Arrows (4)–(6)). These TIDs had very
large zonal wave fronts as shown earlier in Figure 3. We therefore conclude that cross-equator propagation
existed (Arrows (4) and (5)); similar cross-equator propagation TIDs were previously reported. It is interest-
ing to note the slopes of these TIDs. These slopes are consistent with a meridional phase speed ∼550 m/s
Figure 9. Keograms of differential TEC showing meridional propagation of TIDs for eastern America sectors (−70◦E,
bottom) and European sectors (15◦N, top). TID propagation directions at middle and low latitude are marked by
Arrows (1)–(4) in the America sector and (7)-(12) in the European sector. TID propagation directions in the northern
polar region are marked by Arrows (A)–(E). M8.1 solar flare is also marked, as well as the time when Bz turned to
southward. Vertical dashed lines are terminators.
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Figure 10. Keogram showing the disturbance zonal propagation in differential TEC (a) and the percentage differential
TEC relative to the background (b) at the latitude range 75–80◦N during 7–8 September 2017. The vertical phase fronts
indicate the zonal scale size of the disturbances, which typically spans 100+◦ longitudes, equivalent to 2,000+ km at
80◦N. The zonal propagation is predominately westward in the morning sector (near the central diagonal dashed line),
and eastward in the afternoon sector, both with an anti-sunward component in the polar cap.
for the Southern Hemisphere and ∼670 m/s for the Northern Hemisphere. Both are typical LSTID speeds
(with <30-min periods), but the TIDs in the Northern Hemisphere were faster than in the southern hemi-
sphere. These dayside TID speeds appear to be very comparable with the nightside ones perhaps due to the
disturbance source intensities (as indicated by the AE index) being similar, although damping effects during
daytime forcing, manifesting as TID propagation attenuation, was potentially larger due to higher plasma
density. On the other hand, the dayside TID amplitudes appeared to increase as the TIDs traveled into the
low and equatorial latitudes where the background plasma density increased dramatically as magnetic field
lines became increasingly horizontal. Therefore, for the same source disturbance, the TID amplitude could
depend significantly on both the background plasma density and magnetic inclination (Tsugawa et al., 2004).
As shown in Figure 9, in the∼15◦E European sector, equatorward TIDs in both hemispheres were evident for
both the nightside (Arrows (7), (8), and (12)) and the dayside (Arrows (9)–(11)). The meridional phase speeds
were also comparable for both the dayside and nightside but appeared to be slower than corresponding ones
in the CONUS sector by ∼100 m/s, perhaps due to lower magnetic latitudes with correspondingly longer
distances from the magnetic high-latitude source region.
3.5. High Latitudes
Of particular interest to this study is high-latitude TIDs and their propagation. The convectional expectation
is that nighttime auroral zones form the main source of TID excitation and TIDs should propagate away from
the source region: equatorward into lower latitudes and poleward into the polar region. However, for the
study event, Figure 9 does not seem to provide evidence consistent with this general scenario. In the CONUS
sector, the nightside TIDs from polar cap to auroral zones (the Arrows A and D) are clearly equatorward,
consistent with the subauroral and midlatitude TID propagation as if the disturbances propagated from
the magnetic pole all the way into middle and low latitudes. Arrow B in the morning sector at high and
polar latitudes points to equatorward TIDs. Dayside TIDs (around midday as indicated by the Arrow C) are,
however, clearly poleward of these regions. Similar dayside poleward TIDs may have existed in the European
sector at very high latitudes (the Arrow E) but could not be observed due to GNSS orbital geometries. Thus,
poleward propagation in the polar cap and equatorward propagation at subauroral and midlatitudes (Arrows
(5) and (6)) seem to be consistent with the assumption that TIDs were excited in the dayside high latitudes
(auroral or cusp latitudes).
In general, polar region TID propagation during the study event can be summarized as being strongly pole-
ward on the dayside, strongly equatorward on nightside, and weakly equatorward on the morning side.
This pattern appears analogous to the antisunward plasma convection flow across the polar cap, as part of
the well-known two-cell convection at high latitudes. However, it should be emphasized that these TIDs
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are truly TIDs and not artifacts of the convection flow carried by, for
example, the tongue of ionization TOI or polar patches, as supported
by the following arguments: (1) The trans-polar TID phase speed was
500–600 m/s, within the typical large-scale AGW propagation range. This
is significantly slower than the convection flow for nominal geomagnetic
activity, which is intensified during a sustained Bz southward period. (2)
The scale size of zonal wave fronts was persistently much larger than
that of plasma structures such as polar patches. (See Figure 10a for a
keogram of the disturbance wave fronts and zonal propagations at 75–80◦
latitudes.) The wave fronts of these zonal structures formed almost con-
tinuous vertical lines in the keogram and were very well organized
periodically, suggesting significant spatial coherence of the structures.
These structures were persistent and clearly spanned a very large spa-
tial region of 100+◦ longitudes at 75–80◦N latitudes, or 2000+ km in the
zonal direction. Furthermore, these structures were much larger than the
typical size of polar patches (Zhang et al., 2013), which are ∼500 km or
smaller (Coley and Heelis (1995) used 100–1,000 km to classify patches.)
The zonal propagation of disturbances shown in Figure 10 is also very
clear: being westward in the morning sector (with an anti-sunward com-
ponent in the polar cap) and eastward in the afternoon sector (also with
an anti-sunward component in the polar cap). (3) The amplitude of these
structures, derived from the 30-min sliding window detrending method,
was normally 15% or less (see Figure 10b showing percentage amplitudes
of the differential TEC). Note that this value might increase to 30% or less
if a 60-min sliding window de-trending method is utilized (not shown
here). Nevertheless, these amplitudes remain substantially smaller than
typical patch amplitudes around 200% (Ren et al., 2018).
Figure 11. Keograms of differential TEC as a function of latitude and UT
for local time sector pairs in each panel during the period of first IMF Bz
southward period: (a) 09 LT (top)/21 LT (bottom); (b) 12 LT (top)/00 LT
(bottom); and (c) 14 LT (top)/02 LT (bottom). In each panel, the dayside
sector is on the top and the nightside sector is on the bottom. Black solid
arrows indicate that the transpolar propagation is dayside-to-night. See text
for further discussion.
To further demonstrate transpolar day-to-night meridional propagation
of TIDs at high latitudes, we provide a few sets of keograms orga-
nized by pairs of local times (rather than longitudes in Figure 9). These
pairs consist of dayside and nightside parts of the north polar region.
Figure 11 shows TIDs associated with the first period of Bz southward,
with local time pairs of morning-evening 09/21 LT (a), noon-midnight
12/00 LT (b), and postnoon-postmidnight 14/02 LT (c), with the day-
side on the top and the nightside on the bottom in each panel. Panels
(a)–(c) all indicate the nightside portion of equatorward (approximately
morning-to-evening, noon-to-midnight, and postnoon-to-postmidnight)
propagation (see black arrows at high latitudes). Figure 12 shows TIDs
associated with the second period of Bz southward (on 8 September), for
local time pairs of morning-dusk 07/18 LT (a), noon-midnight 12/00 LT
(b), and afternoon-dawn 16/04 LT (c). Panel (a) shows the dusk portion
of equatorward propagation (see black arrows at high latitudes); panel
(b) shows the noontime portion of the antisunward/poleward propaga-
tion (see black arrows at high latitude). We note though that a wave front
“reflection” and directional reversal may potentially be seen in panles (c)
and (a) (bent dashed line arrows) corresponding to the morning sector
near 65◦N (CONUS sector) and afternoon sector TIDs near 70◦ (Euro-
pean sector), respectively. This wave front directional change occurred
in Figure 11a as well (the bent dashed arrow). The location of all these
directional changes, probably suggesting the TID source region, was on
the dayside (including morning side).
These observations seem to support a speculation that transpolar TIDs
were excited on the dayside at those high-latitude locations where TID
directional reversal was found. It seems reasonable to ascribe the TID
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 but for the second period of IMF BZ southward and different local time pairs for each
panel: (a) 07 LT (top)/18 LT (bottom); (b) 12 LT (top)/00 LT (bottom); and (c) 16 LT (top)/04 LT (bottom).
excitation to the cusp region heating processes during the storm, and storm time cusp or high-latitude heat-
ing could have been more efficient in exciting poleward TIDs than the substorm related auroral heating
during this 8 September 2017 event. Huang et al. (2017) and Lühr et al. (2004) previously described the
frequent occurrence of thermospheric high-density structures in the ionospheric cusp region. These struc-
tures were generally accompanied by very intense small-scale field-aligned current filaments, which may
lead to significant Joule heating to the ionosphere-thermosphere system. Bristow et al. (1994) also ascribed
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SuperDARN measured GWs/TIDs at high latitudes to an excitation source near the cusp region. Dayside
auroral intensification structures can subsequently move poleward as “poleward moving auroral forms”
(PMAF, Nishimura et al., 2014). Our results highlight that community studies are needed for discovery and
understanding of the potential connections between transpolar TIDs and high-latitude multiscale dynamical
processes.
In these configurations, background neutral winds would be expected to flow primarily antisunward across
the polar cap due to substantial antisunward ion drift. This provides the potential of filtering out AGWs that
propagate in the same direction with the similar speed as the winds (Cowling et al., 1971, 1987; Yeh et al.,
1972). However, Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI) observations in the polar cap indicated that the thermo-
spheric winds have hardly exceeded 400 m/s (Wu et al., 2017), making it unlikely that these TIDs/AGWS
with the 500–600 m/s phase speed could have been substantially filtered out by these winds. Furthermore,
if these TIDs/AGWs were created in situ, for example, within the thermosphere and ionospheric F region by
Joule heating (Deng et al., 2011), then they would not have to travel a long vertical distance while propagating
upward to survive the strong wind filtering.
In addition to day-to-night trans-polar TIDs, expected nightside poleward TIDs at high latitudes existed as
well; compare the arrows marked by A in Figure 11b and B in Figure 12b. These nigthside TID components,
however, were less organized but traveled faster (larger meridional phase speed) than the predominant
antisunward TIDs.
4. Summary
This study has focused on a few unusual disturbance time TID features observed in GNSS TEC during the
7–8 September 2017 geospace storms. These storms were characterized with two periods of IMF Bz south-
ward turning and persistence, yielding significant TID structures that propagated globally and regionally.
The TIDs exhibited <30-min periodicity with huge wave fronts, well over 1,000 km and sometimes at least
4,000 km in zonal dimension.
LSTIDs and MSTIDs represent different modes of ionospheric waves and are excited through different phys-
ical processes. They are often observed and studied separately. This study challenges that analysis strategy
by providing clear evidence of concurrent MSTIDs and LSSTIDs at midlatitudes for both dusk and dawn
sectors. While LSSTIDs originated from high latitudes due to magnetospheric energy, momentum and mate-
rial injections on both dayside and nightside, they subsequently propagated into subauroral latitudes where
strong electrodynamics took place to shape the regional thermosphere and ionosphere system. This shap-
ing process changed thermosphere-ionosphere conditions and influenced the propagation of LSSTIDs and
atmospheric waves associated with them, and it may lead to excitation of new modes of atmospheric waves
and ionospheric disturbances.
Of particular interest, the MSTIDs in dusk sectors appeared to be triggered by a 2,000-m/s SAPS westward
ion drift, as measured simultaneously with GNSS TEC observations and the Millstone Hill incoherent scatter
radar. With SAPS onset, LSSTID wave fronts, which were aligned originally in the zonal direction, rotated
westward and propagated westward at a phase speed of less than half of the SAPS speed, and smaller ion-
ization structures formed and developed into predominately westward propagating MSTIDs. This study
provides evidence of strong correlation between SAPS and TIDs. Specifically, enhanced frictional heating
associated with SAPS type strong ion velocities may be responsible for the excitation of AGWs/TIDs at subau-
roral latitudes, which then propagated southwestward over CONUS. Another plausible excitation process is
related to PI growth rates over the northwest-to-southeast wave front of plasma density disturbances under
the influence of SAPS poleward electric field and magnetospheric penetration electric field.
Near the dawn sector where concurrent MSTIDs and LSSTIDs developed at midlatitudes, MSTIDs were
aligned northeast-to-southwest with spatial periodicity and propagated eastward at a speed of 800 m/s, sim-
ilar to the background eastward ion velocity. These structures were similar to some MSTIDs observed in
auroral latitudes (Tromsø) but were different from the auroral patch structures near the equatorial boundary
of the auroral arc observed previously in the optical imaging.
Unexpected propagation of TIDs in the northern polar region was persistently observed during almost the
entire day on 8 September. Transpolar TID propagation at 500–600 m/s was consistently from the dayside to
the nightside, or antisunward along the noon-midnight sector, morning to evening, and afternoon to dawn.
These structures had a zonal scale size of 2000+ km at 75–80◦N latitudes and a 15% amplitude in TEC.
These observations suggest that the dayside source of heating (e.g., near the cusp region) was more efficient
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in exciting poleward AGWs/TIDs than the nightside source at auroral latitudes during these 7–8 September
storms.
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